MAVs are increasingly being used in complex terrains, such as cities, despite challenges from the highly turbulent flow fields. We investigate the flow around a nominally cuboid building of height 40m both computationally and experimentally in a 1/100th scale windtunnel test. A relatively new computational technique, Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES), was used for computing the time-varying flow around the building and surrounding domain. The atmospheric boundary layer velocity and turbulent intensity profiles were replicated at the inlet boundary of the computational domain and wind tunnel. The spatial flow field from the CFD was investigated for locating suitable areas of lift, in order to see if soaring flight would be feasible. Good agreement was found with the wind-tunnel results. Flight trials of a small flying wing aircraft were conducted from the roof demonstrating the possibility of keeping aloft with no conventional power system. Soaring was achieved under piloted control and autonomously. The CFD results proved useful in locating the best lift areas and provided insights into path planning.
INTRODUCTION: MAPPING THE WIND AROUND BUILDINGS
There is a growing number of micro air vehicles (MAVs) flying in cities. The interaction of the turbulent atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) with buildings and terrain gives rise to complex timevarying flows. It is well known that a significant challenge to MAVs is holding steady and stable flight in turbulence; both in the ABL per se and the increases in turbulence intensity that usually occur when the ABL interacts with buildings [1] . Another challenge is to increase the endurance of MAVs since small electric-powered craft have a relatively low flying time.
Replicating the complex geometry and the resulting fluid flows in cities challenges both CFD and its experimental counterpart (EFD). Traditionally model-scale experiments have replicated the ABL and city topography, including surrounding upstream terrain, from which local flows, pressures, forces, moments etc. can be measured. Whilst much has been learnt about experimental testing since the advent of the science of wind engineering circa 1963 [2] , such tests are usually costly and take up valuable time in the building design cycle.
CFD is an alternative method to evaluate wind flows around buildings and associated loads. It has the potential to replicate the ABL, yet due to the high Reynolds number CFD is challenged in providing valid time-varying solutions, particularly accurately resolving the smaller scales of turbulence in a large scale domain.
Accurate resolution of the mean wind and large turbulence scales and their interactions with buildings would be useful for MAV path planning activities. These could include identifying orographic updrafts for minimising energy use of a MAV via orographic soaring [6] or regions of high turbulence to be avoided during flight planning. Accurate fine-scale resolution of the turbulence would be useful for understanding the effects of turbulence on the MAV. However, achieving accuracy across all turbulence scales is known to be extremely challenging.
In a recent review article which predicts the future needs and likely developments of computational wind engineering (CWE), Blocken [2] states:
"Although several claims concerning the establishment of the 'numerical wind tunnel' have been made, mainly by non-wind engineers, the CWE community has systematically and throughout the past decades, up to the present day, warned that CWE problems are too complex to be tackled by CFD alone."
Instead, exploiting the synergy between experiments and CFD simulations is suggested and the importance of experimental validation is emphasised [2] .
In this paper we describe the simulation of the flows in a complex terrain, which includes a 40 m high nominally cuboid building, using a relatively new computational technique; Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES). We then describe flight trials of an MAV soaring in the updrafts around the building.
TEST SITE AND TERAIN
The test location was the RMIT University Campus, which is representative of "suburban terrain" as defined in Walshe [5] , see Figure 1 . An isometric view, including the grid used for the CFD computations, is shown in Figure 2 . 
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND RESULTS

A. Computational Summary and Validation
The computational model was simulated using the general purpose finite volume code ANSYS Fluent Version 15. Only a summary of the method used will be given as details have already been extensively described [3] . To predict the updraught over buildings in an atmospheric environment, high-fidelity turbulence modelling is required, capable of resolving the separated/detached shear layers. Such phenomena are generally unstable, and therefore Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models (while calibrated to predict boundary layer development and separation) find difficulty in accurately capturing the associated turbulence effects. For such flows it is necessary to consider the separation of turbulence scales and has thus necessitated the use of a turbulence modelling strategy that can either resolve the full or partial turbulence spectrum.
The fluid domain is shown in Figure 3 . The ABL was simulated using Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) method [4] -a hybrid methodology, which provides resolution of turbulent structures at the super-grid scale, Reynolds-averaged models for wall-bounded flow, and empirical models for sub-grid turbulent structures. This allows the modelling of large computational domains, with tractable computational resources. A northerly wind of 3 m/s at a height of 10 m (termed the reference velocity) was introduced via an ABL profile (with synthetic turbulent fluctuations imposed) and the upstream terrain was modeled using an equivalent surface roughness. The validation approach using geometrically simple cases (but not simple resulting fluid flows) is detailed in [3] . The approach followed the guidelines proposed by Blocken [2] , whereby assessment and validation of the numerical modelling procedure should be (in the absence of case-specific benchmarks) performed for simpler configurations, the flow features of which show resemblance with the proposed case-study. Results of the IDDES model were generally in excellent agreement with the experimental data, see [3] .
The high-fidelity resolution of larger turbulent structures provided an accurate representation of recirculation patterns and wake/drafting effects and ensured sufficient confidence in the velocity and large-scale turbulent contours. The computational grid of approximately 15 million elements was generated using a hybrid Cartesian methodology, providing a high percentage of isotropic hexahedral cells, which are suited to resolve vortical structures in the flow. The simulation was conducted in parallel over 128 computer nodes, on the high-performance cluster of the Victorian Partnership for Advanced Computing (VPAC) facility. The simulation was conducted for a duration of approximately 240 hours, to collect a statistically time-averaged representation of the flow field. Typical outputs can be seen in Figure 4 . Both time-averaged velocity and turbulence intensities were highly sheared (to match the ABL profiles) and these can be seen in the side elevation at the inlet (LHS) of Figure 4 .
Many aspects of the flow can be extracted from the simulations including iso-surfaces of Q-criterion coloured by turbulence kinetic energy ratio, see Figure 5 . Of most use was the identification of updraft and over-speed regions where soaring flight was planned, see Figure 6 . The updraft velocities are for a mean horizontal wind speed at a height of 10 m (away from the building) of 3 m/s, which is close to the annual average velocity for this location. 
B. Path Forward: Resolving to MAV Scales
The turbulent broadband spectrum is characterised by large eddies which derive energy from the mean flow, and are more specific to the body or object generating instability. Subsequently, through the process of vortex stretching, eddies become smaller (transfer of energy) and yield a higher strain rate until they reach the Kolmogorov limit where these eddies are dissipated to heat. Smaller eddies are more universal in nature and do not differ based on mean flow characteristics. For this reason, it seems logical that an empirical model for the dissipation may be applied for these smaller eddies. This is the fundamental concept behind large eddy simulation (LES). Here a grid filtering limit is imposed which places a restriction on the last surviving eddy which is resolved. For modelling a MAV flying in an urban environment, ambiguity lies over the appropriate filtering (and therefore cell size) limit to model the turbulent flow field. In this case, there are two dominant 'order of magnitude' scales to consider. The first (macro) scale is that driven by the mean flow unsteadiness of the atmospheric profile and wake pattern of building aerodynamics. The second (micro) scale, is the resolution of eddies of the order of 1/10th the MAV wing span (for example), due to the 'new' turbulent content produced by the MAV, and ultimately more important, to determine its response to the freestream turbulence conditions. This would generally be an order of magnitude smaller than the 'acceptable' filtering limit for ABL modelling. It is the consensus of the authors that there are two possible avenues for conducting such simulations:
Global Model
Resolution to the required MAV scale would result in excessive mesh and time step requirements thereby requiring considerable state of the art computing hardware. This brute force method would not be ideal for parametric studies; for example, if multiple wind directions and speeds were to be considered. To completely map the flight path of the MAV for the previous simulation, using a simple order-of-magnitude analysis one can deduce that a mesh size of approximately 150 million cells would be required, and an order-reduction in the time-step to ensure temporal resolution of the new surviving eddies. This is infeasible at the current time.
Zonal Model
A far more tangible approach is to adopt a sequential modelling procedure. Here, a simulation is conducted at the macro (building aerodynamics) scale to capture the mean flow unsteadiness at an acceptable filtering limit. A micro sub-domain (housed within the macro domain) can then be extracted and the mesh size reduced by an order of magnitude to resolve turbulence structures of the order of the MAV. Boundary conditions at the extents of the sub domain can be derived from the prior macro solution, and synthetic vorticity can be imposed to 'excite' smaller scale eddies. This will significantly alleviate the computational requirements of the global model, but special care is required to ensure the embedded sub domain size is large enough to capture the flight path of the MAV in order to determine its stability characteristics under turbulence fluctuations or gust loading.
WIND-TUNNEL TESTS AND RESULTS
To give further confidence in the predicted flow field and possibility of sustaining soaring flight, a series of 1/100 th scale wind-tunnel tests were performed in the RMIT Industrial Wind Tunnel. The same terrain, velocity and intensity profiles used in the inflow for the CFD study were generated (based on [5] ) by modification from the nominally smooth, uniform test section flow by an array of upstream barriers, and floor-mounted roughness elements to artificially thicken the boundary layer within a reasonable stream-wise distance. These were documented with a TFI Cobra probe and traversing gear (details can be found in [6] ).
Once the ABL had been replicated to a satisfactory degree at the 1/100 scale, a model of the building was subject to the atmospheric scale profile and the Cobra probe was used to traverse the XZ centreline plane. Normalised vertical velocity profiles were generated. These were compared with the CFD results in the area immediately to the front and above the upwind edge of the building. (NB it was from here that the MAV would be launched, initially under the control of an experienced radio-control pilot.) A reasonably good comparison was found, see Figure 7 . 
MAV AUTONOMOUS SOARING
Our current goal is to achieve autonomous flight, which includes energy minimisation via utilising orographic updrafts in highly complex terrain. To this end the gliding performance characteristics of a modified commercially available flying wing (Dream-Flight Alula) was measured via a series of windtunnel tests and instrumented flight tests in still air [7] . It was clear that the flow field near the upstream top edge of the building had the potential to support continuous gliding flight under a moderate northerly wind above the front face of the building. The exact size and location of the region in which soaring is possible depends upon the mean wind speed and direction but essentially it is in the red through to pale blue areas visible in Figure 7 . For the automated control, a non-linear six degree of freedom model of the dynamics of the MAV was generated using a combination of wind-tunnel tests augmented with vortex lattice simulations [8] . A simplified trajectory calculation and control algorithm was designed to gain height within the orographic updraft. Test flying initially was with an experienced pilot launching from the top of hill that had negligible flow separations and extended laterally with little change in cross section (i.e. a smooth two-dimensional ridge). It is regularly used by radio-control pilots for slope soaring. This was followed by successful autonomous soaring including significant height gains up to the point where the updraft component equaled the descent rate of the MAV. A typical flight trajectory can be seen in Figure 8 . With some trepidation, autonomous flight was then attempted in the far more complex turbulent flows encountered around the roof of Building 201. A typical flight trajectory can be seen in Figure 9 . The launch from the top of the building was followed by a slow climb phase for approximately 40 seconds. A macro wind change then resulted in negligible updraft leading to the descent to ground.
It was initially thought that the most significant challenge would arise from the small-scale turbulence but this was not found to be the case. The greater challenge was the large scales of turbulence; of the order of tens of metres, which manifest as significant macro wind changes, including fluctuations and reductions of lift. These can be seen in Figure 4 . Thus, whilst autonomous building soaring was successfully demonstrated, it was for a limited duration. It was postulated that under stronger winds this might not be the case. More details are described in [8] Figure 9 Flight trajectory for autonomous MAV soaring upstream of a nominally cuboid building
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Using the IDDES turbulence model, large scales of turbulence and overall flow patterns in complex terrain appear to be well represented. This is useful for optimal path planning, including energy minimisation via soaring and also avoiding downdrafts and (large scale) high turbulence regions. Measurements from the upwind side of a 1/100 th scale wind-tunnel test on the building agreed well with the predictions from CFD. However, no measurements were made in the lee of the model building.
The insights into the flow field from the CFD described in this paper, coupled with measurements from the full-sized building and validated and extended by a series of 1/100th scale wind-tunnel tests have proved extremely useful. The challenge now is to further refine the CFD with suitable turbulence models and see if fine scale turbulence can be computed with sufficient accuracy to be also useful to predict, and subsequently minimise, the deleterious effects on MAVs.
A further use for the CFD described here is for investigating flow fields for architectural purposes, including optimal positioning of building-mounted wind turbines.
Several challenges remain with respect to autonomous soaring in cities. These include improvements to the automated control system using airspeed sensors to assist in determining when to tradeoff altitude for velocity. Barometric-altitude sensing and/or vision-based position sensing would help with state estimation and could also be used to directly augment the control system. Cleary a powered glider could avoid altitude reduction associated with periods of lift reduction arising from the large scales of turbulence.
If the challenges encountered here can be overcome, then the next step toward autonomous urban soaring (or semi-soaring) lies in path planning between updraft areas. Cities with tall, slender buildings (i.e. more two-dimensional in side view) present a greater challenge to soaring, as the majority of the approaching airflow passes around the sides of these buildings, and the updraft region is confined to a relatively small area near the top. Areas containing buildings of low aspect ratio should be more "soarable". The ideal soaring location would be a hill with smooth upstream fetch resulting in low levels of turbulence of relatively small scales. A study of the updraft flows in extended built-up areas (as opposed to single structures or two-dimensional ridges in isolation) has commenced.
